
Managed CIS
Controls 

The Inverto CIS plans simplify the approach when it comes to

implementing global standards when it comes to security.

Current challenges facing organisations.

Inverto managed CIS provides you with an industry leading, security

framework that is designed to be adapted to any business regardless

of its size, industry or security maturity.

Overview About Inverto
Inverto are a modern professional

IT organisation. Transitioning

businesses to a new way of

working with intelligent systems

and security baked into the

foundations.

Costing Challenges
Many organisations expect large costs when it comes to

implementation of security frameworks and often waste time in

discovering implementation fees

Time Challenges
Changes to business operations, implementation times and funding

allocations can all cause delays and result in missed deadlines. 

Skillset Challenges
Many organisations lack the in house expertise and time to

implement the required controls and can often end up spending

money without improving security posture.
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Solution Brief



The goal of the Inverto CIS offering is to make security simple.

We do this by removing as many “it depends” answers as possible

and providing clear detail on how to achieve a high level of security.

The result is a transformation of organisational processes,

technological change, and reduced risk. We do this by:

Transparent Pricing
Transparent pricing for basic control implementation means you can

meet your business or customer requirements without concern for

unexpected costs. Start off your CIS control journey the right way.

Clear Timeframes
Avoid missing those important deadlines. Inverto reduce the risk

of extended timeframes by implementing a repeatable processes

with transparent pricing that can easily be adjusted to meet your

business needs.

Expert Advice
Get access to industry experts to help you navigate through the

controls and meet requirements for ensuring a best practice security

framework. Engage with our team to roadmap your journey from

your initial controls to a complete organisational security framework.

Solution
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Benefits
Implement a security

framework rather than

individual products

Controls are based on

recommendations from

industry leaders

Gain trust with security

conscious customers

Audit

Discover

Implement

Protect

Manage

Third Party Review
Can you trust that your security solutions have been configured to

the highest standard? Inverto provides and independent third-party

peer review and no extra cost to provide peace of mind and

verification of a secure environment.



Inverto CIS plans have been created to fit your business no matter the size or existing technology

stack. Call Inverto to discover how you can implement these important controls.

CIS Plans
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Description Duration Initial InvestmentPlan

CIS Basic
Existing Customers

Category: Basic

IG Group: 1
1 - 4 weeks $4,900

CIS Basic
New Customers

2 - 8 weeks $8,900
Category: Basic

IG Group: 1

Monthy

Investment

$900

$1,500

Basic Foundational Organisational

Email and web browser
protections

7

Malware defences

8

Account monitoring and
control

16

Limitation and control of
network ports, protocols
and services

9

Data recovery
capabilities

10

Secure configuration for
network devices such as
firewalls, routers and
switches

11

Boundary defence

12

Data Protection

13

Controlled access based
on the need to know

14

Wireless access control

15

Inventory and control of 
hardware assets

1

Inventory and control of 
software assets

2

Continuous vulnerability
management

3

Controlled use of
administrative privileges

4

Secure configuration for
hardware and software on
mobiles, laptops,
workstations and servers

5

Maintenance,
monitoring and analysis
of audit logs

6

Implement a security
awareness and training
program

17

Application software
security

18

Incident response and
management

19

Penetration tests and
red team exercises

20



FAQ

Why is there a difference in price between existing and new customers?
Existing Inverto customers on full stack managed services already have many of the solutions in place
to reach this level of security which removes much of the work required. New customers are
encouraged to organise an initial session with Inverto to discover what required implementations may
already be in place.

Do you offer any other services beyond basic implementation group 1?
Yes, we can help with full implementation of CIS controls. Our approach beyond the current offering
is to take a closer look at your current setup as more security mature businesses will likely be
compliant with many of the controls. 

Do the plans include any required software or hardware?
Plans include licencing for reporting and monitoring related controls. However, any controls that
require additional software or hardware are not included.

What technology do you use?
Inverto full stack managed customers use a mixture of our RMM suite, M365 and Fortinet networking
solutions to meet the requirements. We work with new customers to maximise their current IT spend
and achieve CIS compliance without making drastic changes.
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Need more Info?
Contact us at info@inverto.com.au or call 1300 347 668
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Inverto Managed CIS helps
business improve security
posture. Resulting in
reduced expenditure and
faster time to resolution.


